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1 Introduction

The forging industry had to meet the demands for producing the forgings of structure with
enough material strength, with complex shape under decreasing order volume per compo
nent. Traditional design is essentially a trial-and-error process. Thus there is an increasing
need for science based computerized techniques for assisting the design.

An Computer-Aided Engineering system is the development towards such function. The
researches related to this field are carried out actively especially during the last decade
begun by Noack [1]. However, almost all of the previous work has been concerned with
the process planning of relatively simply shaped products and is found to be at an experi
mental prototype stage. In recent paper by K. Osakada [2], a method which combines the
expert system for process planning of cold forging with finite element method simulation
and neural networks has been put forward and it has been proved to be effective in some
cases. This report briefly review the objectives of the integrated CAD, the steps for devel
oping such a CAD system and implementation on PC-based computers.

The essential design task is the technical production planning, which based on accurate
evaluation of design. In the typical forge process design, the end product dimensions,
material, loading conditions and function requirements are given. The problems are the
determination of the billet dimension and die designing with minimum defects under cer
tain operating parameters such as temperature, lubrication, input power.

Since its complexity of the forge design, the designer normally use his experiences (mainly
from geometrical point of view and guidlines) to back trace the billet dimension, then ap
ply forward trace to obtain the information during the forming process such as strains and
stresses to ensure a valid process. Such a design process, involes trial and error, and is both
time and money comsuming process. With computer aided design system, the process can
be simulated as four phases :

1) Product model defintion, which inlcude geometry decription of the product and relation
ship between its components.

2) Extraction Phase, which extract engineering aspects of the geometry such as physical
boundaries, contact boundaries and polygons enclosing the objects.

3) Process Evaluation Phase, in which plastic theory and efficient numerical methods are
carried out to obtain local values of the process

4) Decision Phase, in which guidelines and rules from experience are used to check the
process validity and possible modifications are recommened.

In the process analysis, various numerical methods are used to obtain important local
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values of process. In the actual forming processes, neither the material behavior and the
prevailing frictional conditions, nor the constitutive equations can be closely specified, it is

.obvious that the method capable of predicting the main phenomena, and delivering reliable
information about the mechanics of the process - namely, How patterns, detailed analysis of
stress and strain, and load estimation would be highly desirable. Among those approximate
methods, FEM is more widely used because it can provide the detailed analysis results,
but the cost for carrying out FEM analysis is normally high. With obtained local values,
some guidlines and rules from expert system module are used to check the process validity
and possible decisions are recommened.

2 Pre-considerations

Most of current existing research work tend to develop fully integrated, more complicated
system or prototypes to include all aspects of design process, Such as fully integrated FEM
simulation. While there are some factors need to be concerned on:

1. At present, physics behind some aspects related to metal forming are not fully under
stood or very difficult to describ accurately, such as friction, material response.

2. Operating and maintaining a general, complicated system such as ABAQUS, Ideas-II,
needs high qualified personals and good investments on neccessary facilities.

As a results of considering above factors, it would be appreciated by small and medium
forging forms to have a small, faster and PC or Workstation based design tools for the
forging products computer aided design.

Such a design tool should be user freindly and easy to use, and yet yielding faster (approx.
2-4 hours time) with a relatively accurate information of the design, such as UBET or
BEM methods. The main requirements of such package can be listed as following:

a). The package should be PC or workstation based. The computer memory is limited to
1/2 MB, since most updated PC model have expended memory up to 3/4 MB, while some
old PC model can use up to 1 MB memory.

b). The program should be faster to reach the results. Less than 4-8 hours is ideal for its
use in practice.

c). The program should be user friendly. The program should provide interactive drawing,
computing and viewing results.

d). Expert system become more and more important in decision making, therefore, the
package should have the possibility to build, access, modify the simple decision data base
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concerned with the products. Since our goal is not built an integrated process planning
expert system, we do not interested in teaching the system become an expert rather than
we palce our emphasis on the collection and retriving of most reliable and being widely
accepted rules, as well as the person who use the program. Therefore, this part of program
can be moduled as a separate part.

e). The program should be developer freindly. For applications on PC, Turbo C++ offers
many possibilities like moduler programming, class data structure, dynamic memory allo
cation, graphics library and great portability.

f) After examine several numerical methods currently used in metal forming process. The
boundary element methods can be a big advantages in application of metal forming. Com
pared to finite element method, the boundary element method only need to divide the
boundary of the region into elements and solve resulted much smaller (fully populated)
linear algebra equation. Therefore, for the same scale of the problem, BEM would use
approximately half elements than FEM analysis to reach the same order of accuracy, while
for the same elements used, BEM normally two times faster than FEM. While FEM anal
ysis can provide a full, detailed analysis, it normally need good investments on computing
facilities and high qualified personels to initiate such an analysis.

3 Outlines of CAD/CAE

CAD/CAE has developed rapidly over the last 20 years, this advance in technolgy has been
driven by the greater power of computer and it's graphics capability. The essential role of
CAD/CAE is to help the designer to bounding the problem and eliminating those variables
in the real world which have no influence on the design. A computer based process is thus
needed which takes into account the questioning the nature and uncertainty of the design
activity. CAD/CAE is not simply about the production of image of an object, it is about
finding answers to engineering problems, therefore, the ideal CAD/ CAE system should be
one in which the input instructions are not only to initiate the graphics generation but
also given engineering information upon the input request.

For example, for an extrusion CAD/CAE, the engineering information concerning follow
ing should be evaluated by the CAD/CAE system:

1. Volume of the work
2. The degree of forming
3. Yielding stress
4. The forming force F and forming work W
5. The deformation and stresses
6. The critical tool stresses
7. The influence on tools
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8. Interior tool stress

In a general CAD, the design data is entered into a computer, either by means of graphical
or textual form, certain algorithm perform certain functions and transformations on those
data, the information is stored either in core or in external media. During the design pro
cess, the designer may add inforamtion or control the transformation process interactively.
The result of design process is concluded by generating an output stream which can be
displayed or printed. Due to a number of international standardisation acitivities in the
area of computer graphics CAD systems which are carried out independently from others,
there is no unique standard for the CAD system design. The main concern of the system
design is the device independence. Generally, high level model data information produced
from different CAD system is very difficult to transfer to other system without some sort
of modification, therefore, in our implementation, we focus the developments on PC-based
deveies without considering any standardisation. The goal of an integrated CAD system
is to support the interactive construction process with its hardware and software, it is a
helping tool for the constructor.

Upon above analysis, an integrated CAD/CAE system should include
1) Preparation of design data, which include geometrical description and function re
quirements (including loading conditions, boundary conditions, matertial properties).
2) Interface component, which is responsible for the communications between the user
and computer.
3) Processing component, which includes extract individual object, generate desired
mesh for given object, insert boundary condition on the object, apply desired module to
carry analysis and output results either in textual or graphical form.

The outlined program for such software development is listed in figure 1
The development steps of sunch system include:

1) Industrial background information
2) Literature review
3) Interface Kernel design and programming
4) Geometrical module design and programming
5) Feature extraction from geometry information
6) Based on exacted feature, generate mesh for boundary and domain
7) Based on numerical module, insert boundary conditions for the module
8) Numerical module programing review, UBET or BEM
9) Numerical module programing on BEM or UBET
10) Plane strain linear simulations
11) AxisYlllmetrical linear simulations
12) Plane strain non-linear simulations
13) Axisymmetrical non-linear simulations
14) Material data base design and programming
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Figure 1: Program Outline
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15) Develop an appropriate failure criteria which can be applied to the
strain data from the numerical module
16) Collecting rules and rule data base design

4 Interface Kernel

In this section, aspects concerning computer aided design are described, some essential
program designing steps and data structures are listed. The purpose to develop a CAD
interface kernel is to provide user an interface for central communication through all dif
ferent modules and offer necessary on-line help for using an specific module, with fully
selectable, and popdown menus.

We separate the graphical representation of CAD objects and the defintion and modelling
of these objects. Thus there is a system component for basic graphical input and output
functions, which provide a set of generally applicable primitive drawing functions, such as
line, circle, arc .... Using the basic graphics system functions, it is possible to store and
retrive pictures in a standard (device-independent) format, however, this feature can only
be used to transport graphical information on a picturiallevel, not on the model level. The
model defintion data of objects are very hard to be in standard format due to the following
reasons:
1) There is lack of standardisation.
2) The standard model data format need much effort to implement.
3) Data model size greatly dependend on the object. e.g. for most forge related products,
they can be modelled as axisymmetrical or 2-dimensional case.

After defintion of object structure and graphical representaion functions, it is possible to
define some standard operations within the scope of CAD application. Those are:
1) A set of geometrical operations.
2) A set of functions mapping the basic objects to graphical representaion.
3) A set of transformation functions, i.e., editing functions to objects.
4) A set of application functions, which depends on the CAD target, i.e, meshing, bound
ary element method analysis, finite element analysis ...

The other important component of a CAD system is dialogue component, which is respon
sible for communication between the user and computer. The interface dialogue component
organise the sequence in which the application ojeets are to be manipulated by the user
via interaction techniques, and perform local checkings on input data. The interface to the
application components is much more complicated, due to the fact that the application
consists of more complicated data strcture and the operations upon those data structure,
i.e, meshing, mechanical analysing, displaying results .... The application component must
expect the dialogue component deliver a valid sequence of operation and related data, then
it can start execution.
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There are many models describing the interface design, yet there is no common model
which covers all benefits of all suggested models. We design our mode with following
considerations:
1) User controlled.
2) Easy to use.
3) Menu organised.
4) Less memory requirements.
5) Contents of message.
6) Fault tolerance.
7) Simple screen layout.
8) Flexibility in task handling.
9) Problem independent.
10) Color Coding.
11) Correspondence with user expectations.
The overall structure of a CAD system is sketched out in Fig.2.

Since our interface must handle both graphics and text, the interface is designed to work
in computer graphics mode. A typical interface in graphics mode, is based on viewports
where the user can interact with computer either via computer keyboard or pointing device,
such as mouse. Based on such classification, the interface kernel is composed by following
viewport or windows:
1) Working Sapce Viewport: where all graphical information can be inputed and dis
played.
2) Menu Viewport: where all selectable function displayed and executed.
3) Text Message Window: where all message can be displayed, program execution sit
uation can be monitored and accept keyboard input from the user.
4) Coordinates Window: where the world coordinates of current pointing device posi
tion (mouse cursor) under the current viewport is displayed.
5) Color Bar Window: where the user can select a spacific drawing color and filling
color for certain drawings.
6) Logo Window: where the logo information is displayed.

The function calls can be performed via selecting a currently visiable button on the current
menu by pressing the mouse left key, which is defined as all event starting key. The mouse
right button is defined as all event ending key.

Since there is lack of standardisation for general product definition data, different CAD
system have different production defintion data. In addition, the development of a general
system which can understanding and transfering another CAD system production data
without loss any information is far more difficult than designing a simple CAD product
data definition module, therefore, the current CAD still includes geometrical module part.
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A typical geometrical modeling package should include drawing functions, editting func
tions, setting attribution functions, utility functions and zooming functions. In current
geometrical module,

Basic elements of drawing are:
ARC, RECTANGLE, CIRCLE, ELLIPSE, LINE, POINT, POLYGON, TEXT.

The editting functions are:
CLEAR ALL, COPY, DELETE, MOVE, MIRROR COPY, ROTATE, TEXT EDIT.

The set up attribution functions are:
LINE WIDTH, LINE STYLE, DRAWING COLOR, FILL COLOR, FILL MODE, FONT,
UNIT.

The utility functions include:
GRIDER, RULER, RE-PAINT SCREEN, READ FILE, WRITE FILE, SET WORLD
ORIGIN

With Turbo C++ environment, three basic data structures of the interface are built as
Viewport, Menu and Button classes plus event handling and exception handling functions.

The class Viewport include its identification, next viewport pointer, viewport window
width, height, background color, starting position on screen, border frame line width and
border color, viewport origin in world coordinates and scale, as well as class functions
related to the Viewport.

The class Menu include its and root menu identification, next Menu pointer, status (poped
or not), Viewport pointer where this menu will reside, button list pointers to which a
special function pointer is assigned and its all related functions.

The class Button include its button and menu identification, next button pointer, label,
starting position in the Menu, function pointer and all button attributions, such as button
width, height, border colors, label colors, as well as all functions related to button.

The events in a mouse driven interface include:
1) Left Mouse Button Press and Release
2) Right Mouse Button Press and Release
3) Keyboard Press and Release

As an example, let's analyse the programming steps when a user draw a line on the drawing
window.

1) User choose Draw button in the main menu and press left mouse button
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2) The program first pop out drawing menu, then user can select LINE button and press
mouse left key again.
3) The program given a message to instruct how to draw a line
4) As the user moves mouse in the drawing window, the program prints the current mouse
cursor position (in world coordinates) in the coordinate window
5) if user pressed mouse right button, program abort draw line action
6) repeat until user pressed left mouse button
7) check if user pressed position was in the drawing window, if not repeat
8) get current mouse position, draw a line two times from first pressed point to the current
mouse position to realise rubber line effect
9) if user pressed right mouse button, then abort draw line action
10) repeat until user second time pressed mouse left button
11) check if user pressed position was in the drawing window, if not repeat
12) copy draw a line from first valid point to second valid point
13) transform screen coordinates of valid point to world coordinate
14) allocate memory for line strcture including positions and drawing
attributions and save line structure to graphic data structure
15) repeat starting from step 3

The error handeling and the user misuse handeling is very important in a interactive pro
cess, therefore, in program development, not only the functions but also the help message,
usage information and sequence effects are need to be considered. Any wrong doing will
be rejected and the reason will be displayed on text window. Any function call will first
checking the preconditions to gurantee the right sequence. Any exceptions either floating
exceptions or others are handled by displaying message and perform a long jump and clean
up of currently used memory.

The memory is of more concern than other issues for softwares running on PC. Overlay
module is widely used in the development. Since a pointer to a memory address at least
takes 4 byte length, extra space is used when use linked list instead of array, therefore, for
all data with known length, array is statically allocated, for unkown data size, dynamic
list and sparse array is widely used, which is dynamically allocated. In running speed,
using array and sparse array is more efficient than linked list, because when retriving an
element from a list, top down looping up is necessary, which in worst case is of linear time
complexity.

For a specific problem, some methods exist for effectively retriving and space saving, such
as in all lllesh related data, and the matrix resulted from BEM, in which the deletion
operation on data structure is seldom, in this case the sparse array dynamic allocation
is applied, ill which only head pointers are used to remember each dynamic array, fast
retriving is realized via head pointer plus offset address, which has generally faster of
retriving speed than that in array.
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5 Feature Extraction and meshing

Feature extraction is to extract physical features from the output of geometrical module.
Generally, the geometrical description of forging process configuration can be described as
three non intersecting polygon sets, as shown in Fig. 3. Namely, die polygon, billet polygon
and punch polygon. Due to the characters of the process, both die polygon and punch
polygon can be considered as rigid body comparing to billet polygon. If any two polygons
have common edges, then those edges are considered to be in contact with each other,
therefore, either friction(traction) or displacement(velocity) boundary conditions can be
imposed on those edges. If two edges from different polygons do not in contact status, then
for billet the stress free condition is implied there. The neccesity of feature extraction also
simplifies the following operations which will be applied. e.g. mesh generation, boundary
condition insertion and numerical analysis. The output of feature extraction is an dosed
outer boundary of given objects, either closed polygon, rectangle, circle or combination of
line segments and arc segments as well as an enclosed inner surface loop.
Meshing module is relatively independent to other module. It takes a closed polygon (with
possible inner polygon) as input and output discretizied closed boundary and domain. In
this module, the user can set type of mesh to either linear boundary, quadratic boundary,
linear triangle, quadratic triangle and quadrialteral mesh type. The mutual transformation
between all type of mesh can be realised by selecting mesh type and generating mesh, this
feature gives easy implemelitation of non-linear boundary element method where both
boulladry and domain mesh are needed. The resulted mesh can be viewed with nodal
number and element number. The mesh can be also read/write from disk for later use. For
detailed mesh generation, see [18J. Fig. 4 shows generated meshes with our mesh module.

Boundary condition insertion module is used for prescribed boundary conditions. Two type
of boundary conditions were allowed, essential boudnary condition and Neumann boundary
condition. The boundary condition can be added/read point by point or by line segment.
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In boundary element method, the boudnary conditions must have at least two components
described (2-dimensional case) to guarantee the unique solution to the problem.

6 Numerical Analysis

Predicting the stress and strain distribution during and after a forming operation is one of
the major concerns in metal forming, for better products design, improved product quality,
and efficiency in die design, stresses and strains should be predicted prior to any die try-out
and production.

Mathmatical or cOl~putermodeling of metal forming process involves many difficulties due
to complex shape of the workpieces, modeling material behavier, and friction conditions
existing at the interface between the tool and workpiece. Due to these difficulties, it is
impossible to model forging process exactly. Generally, approximate methods are used
for the analysis of forming processes. FEM is widely used because of its flexibility and
ability to obtain detailed solution and closeness to the real one, but carrying out an FEM
analysis normally needs good computation facility and high qualified personel. FDM is
usally limited to simple geometries. Upper-bounds method was used in general forming
process because of its relative simple requirements, an estimate of the admissible velocity
field, which normally verified by experiments. Boundary element method, which is now
fully developed, is also used in analysis of forming process [13J, [15J.

To be able to implement on PC based computers, only UBET and BEM will be considered
here. The upper-bound method was first introduced by Kudo in application of to plane
strain forging and extrution in 60's, and further developed by Cramphorn, Bramley and
Osman [6], [7J. There are some inherited problems with UBET, which can not be overcome
by UBET itself. First UBET is based on theorems of limit plastic analysis, which implies
three basic assumptions in the theorems of limit analysis.

1). Limit load, which is defined as the plastic flow load of an ideal workpiece or strcture
for which the plastic deformation can increase without limit under constant limit load.
2). Perfectly plastic assumption for the material. The material exhibits perfect or
ideal plasticity with associated flow rule without strain hardening or softening.
3). Small deformation assumption for the strcuture. Dimensional changes of the
workpiece or structure that occurs at the limit load are negligible, hence, the geometrical
description of the workpiece or strcture remains unchanged during the deformation at limit
load.

The small deformation assumption allows the use of the virtual work principle, which is
the key to prove the limit theorems.

The assumed compatible velocity field introduces the extra term accounted for the discon-
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tinuity due to the pre-described elemntary patternof velocity field in each element, while
the actuall velocity field can never be discontinuious. Furthermore, the elementary velocity
pattern normally assumes constant velocity along the elementary boundary, which is over
simplified actually velocity field.

The typical UBET uses an optimization to find a minimum input power for determination
of best approximation of unknown velocities. Theoretically, there is no provement that this
optimization will gurantee or converge to the real solution. Computationally, optimization
is an iterative time consuming process, which often overshadows the advantage of UBET.

For perfectly plastic materials, with compatiable velocity field, UBET is supposed to given
an upper-bound estimate. While 1110st material involved in the metal forming process are
often exihibit strain hardening effects, and aetuall process often involves an elevected tem
perature field which in turn will influence the materials involved.

It is obvious that the current UBET can be improved in three aspects:
1). Instead of using an assumed compatible velocity field, an estimate of velocity can be
used, e.g. use linear analysis to obtain an estimate of velocity field. To get this linear
velocity field, the linear HEM can be used to calculate this velocity field. Because in
linear analysis, HEM only use boundary information to reach a good approximate solution
which normally can be faster and more accurate than FEM. For perfectly plastic materials,
such mixed method may be more fast and more accurate than plain UBET, because of no
discontinuity term and no optimization involved.
2). Use boundary element method directly carry out non-linear analysis. This approach
may be difficult for axisymmetrical problems, but it is relatively easy for plane-strain
problems [15J.
3). Include thermal analysis. Since solving Poission eqaution is well developed in BEM, it
would be more accurate to include thermal analysis to carry out die analysis and account
for temperature influences on material.

7 Boundary Element method

In boundary element method, the governing differential equations are transformed into
integral identities which are applicable over the surface or boundary. These integrals are
numerically integrated over the boundary which is divided into boundary elements, pro
vided that the boundary conditions are satisfied, then a system of linear algebraic equations
can be obtained from which a unique solution is sought. The boundary element method is
classified into direct and indirect methods. In direct method, the boundary node unknowns
are directly obtained by solving a boundary integral equation, then domain unknowns can
be computed everywhere with aid of the solved boundary node values. In indirect method,
boundary node unknowns are mapped to boundary node parameters, after solving the pa
rameters boundary unknowns are obtained by reverse mapping.
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There are several differences between HEM and FEM. Firstly the discretization in HEM is
carried out on the domain boundary instead of domain as in FEM, which normally results
a smaller total degrees of freedom than that of FEM. Secondly, in HEM the quantities
used by the method corresponds exactly to the field variables of the problem(stresses, dis
placements, temperatures, etc.) so that the concept of "equivalent nodal forces" in FEM
disappears. Thirdly, the weihting function in HEM is globally defined in opposition to the
locally defined weighting function in FEM. This implies that the resultant matrices are full
and non- symmetric in HEM, which is a big disadvantage comparing to FEM. However,
HEM can be easily accommodate geometrically complex boundaries. Furthermore, since
all the approximations are restricted to the boundary, it can model regions with rapidly
changing variables with better accuracy than FEM. The major steps in direct HEM anal
ysis are listed in following:

As in every engineering sitiation, the initial step is the selection of the mathematical model
best suited to the properties of the problem and the consideration of this model from point
of view of the HEM possibilities, then whjat follows are:
1. Derive the differential equations (Navier equation)
2. Obtain fundamental solution for the differential equations
3. Use the reciprocal work theorem (Betti's theorem), to result a boundary integral
equation
4. Discretize the boundary into element (linear or qudratic). Similar to FEM the
shape functions are used to describe the geometries and variables variation over each ele
ment., In order to build the pre-established degree of interpolation, a number of nodes is
defined. It is important to note that these nodes can be anywhere that they are needed. In
general, it is common to work with compatible element, where neighboring elements share
nodes at their sides or vertex. This has the advantage of reducing the number of equations
to be solved but may present complication with discontinuities, interfaces or singularities.
5. Assemble linear equation system. For every degree of freedom at each node, an
equation is built through an integral representaion formula, using as weighting functions
the fields of displacements and stresses generated by unit loads along the degree of free
dom acting on an infinite space with same material properties of the body under study.
Usually, those unit loads are placed at the previously defined nodes, such as nodal points
of the element, it is possible, nevertheless, to define those load points somewhere else as in
indirect method.
6. Apply the boundary conditions and rearrange the system of equation
7. Sovle the resulting full entry and nonsymmetric matrix equation with direct
Gaussian elimination method (with pivotting technique)
8. From the computered boundary values, calculate stresses, strains of internal
field points

Comparing to FEM, BEM results much smaller system of equations (only on boundary)
but fully populated matrix. Although in non-linear it is unavoidable to discretize domain
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and perform domain integration. However, the resulting matrix size is independent of
domain discretization.

8 BEM for linear elastic problem

In this section, we first list basic equations and steps used in linear HEM method, then an
approach to non-linear problem is presented. The aspects concerning HEM programming
development is also described.

Displacement Differential Equations(Navier Equations)

For direct elastic BEM formulation, the displacement is chosen as variables, therefore, the
stress equilibrium equation can be written:

f)Uij / f)x j + Ii = 0

The strain-displacement relationship are defined as:

(1)

(2)

The strain-stress relationship (Hooke's law for both plane strain and stress can be written
as follows:

(3)

By substituting the strain-displacement relation 2 we obtain the stress-displacement equa
tions:

(4)

To arrive at the differential equation of displacement, we substitute the above equation
into the equilibrium equation, we obtain:

(5)

The above dosplacement differential equations are called the Navier equations and can be
solved by a complementary function and a particular integral. In the following, we seek
the fundamental solution to Navier equations.

The Fundamental Solution

The construction of BEM system follows the general pattern of the FEM, i.e. an inetgral
formula relates internal and external energy of loads and stresses. There are two main
differences between the methods. First, the basic integral formula is a reciprocity relation
ship among the actual problem and a series of virtual problems. That means that there
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are energy due to virtual stresses as well as those related to virtual displacements, so that
it will be necessary to discretize both the actual stresses and the displacements. Second,
the virtual state is chosen so that the field equations can be satisfied. The classical BEM
uses so-called fundamental solution, that is, the fields generated by point loads acting on
an infinite space, as virtual state. Thus if A is operator of the problem, the weighting
function are the fields related to the solution of

Au*(x) = cS'(x - xp)e (6)

(7)

where cS' is the Dirac function, x is an arbitrary point inside an infinite space, xp are load
point and e is a unit vector. By varying the loading point, it is possible to generate as many
weighting functions as necessary, the simplest way being the use of the same points defined
to interpolate the actual variables. In linear elasticity, the solution of so-called Kelvin
problem is used as the fundamental solution, which can be obtained by transforming Navier
equation into biharmonic differential equations for which the analytical solution exist, by
the following subsitution: [15]

Ui = 8
2
Gi _ 1 ) f)2Gj

8xj8xj 2(1 - v 8xi8xj

The vector G is called the Galerkin vector, and the following biharmonic equation are
obtained by substuting displacement into Navier equation:

V'4G
X

= V'2(V'2Gx)= -Ix (8)
J1,

V'4Gy = V 2(V' 2Gy ) = - I y (9)
J1,

It can be verified that following solution satisfy the above biharmonic equations:

1 2 1
Gx = Gy = -8-7' (p, Q)ln[ ( Q)] (10)1rJ1. 7' p,

Where r(p,Q) is the distance between p and Q, p is an interior point, Q is a boundary
point. Substituting Gx and Gy into equation (7) we get the following expression for the
displacement vector:

Ui = 1 {(3 _ 4v)ln[ 1 ]8
ij

+ 8r(p, Q) 87'(p, Q)}
81rJ1.(1 - 11) 7'(p, Q) 8Xi 8xj

Define displacement kernel as:

(11)

1 1 87'(p, Q) 8r(p, Q)
Uij(p,Q) = 8 (1 ){(3 - 4v)ln[ ( Q)]8ij + 8 8} (12)

1rJl - V r p, Xi Xj

The displacement vector can be wrtitten as:

(13)
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The traction vector can be derived by differentiating the displacement vector and substi
tuting in the Hooke's law as:

ti = Tij(p, Q)ej

The traction kernel Tij(p, Q) is defined as:

(14)

Tc(p, Q) = -1 (Ol'(p, Q))[(1 _ 2v)8i ' +201'(P, Q) or(p, Q)]
J 41r(1 - v)r(p, Q) an J OXi OXj

+ 1 - 2v [Ol'(p, Q) n. _ or(p, Q) n.] (15)
41r(1 - v)l'(p, Q) OXj • OXi J

Where the derivative 07'/an is given by:

or 07' ox or oy
-=--+-an axon oyon

The boundary integral equation and numerical implementation

(16)

Betti's reciprocal work theorem and the Somigliana identity for the displacements can be
used to derive an integral equation for the displacement at an interior point p due to
tractions and displacements on the surface at a boundary point Q. In the absence of body
forces, this integral equation can be written as follows:

(17)

To arrive truely boundary only equations, we move point p (load point or sigular point) to
the boundary point P on f, and obtain following equation:

In equation 18, the matrix [C] is called capacitance matrix which counts for load point
influence. For loading point p on smooth boundary, the digonal entry of [C] is 0.5, for
loading point on corners or non-smooth boundary points, the entry of of matrix [C] can
be calculated via physical interpretaion of boundary equation which must satisfy for any
geometry and any boundary conditions. For loading point p inside domain, the matrix
[C] become identity matrix [1]. Specially, when loading point outside domain, the entry of
matrix [C] vanishes. With loading point outside the solution domain, the indirect regular
boundary element method originated [16], which compare to normal boundary element
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method, gives much simplification on both singular integration and program implemen
tation. However, regular boundary element method gives less accurate results than both
FEM and normal BEM. [16]

To solve the BIE numerically, the boundary curve is divided into elements and each element
is defined by its nodal points. Assume there are N nodal points on the boundary; each node
has four variables, U:c, U lI , tx , u lI ' giving a total 4N variables. Any problem with a unique
solution must have only half the variables prescribed on every nodal point. Therefore, a
particular nodal point must have either both displacement or both tractions or a traction
component and a displacement component prescribed.

Taking each bound-ary node in turn as the load point P and performing the integration of
kernels, a set of linear algebraic equation emerges as follows:

[A][u] = [B][t] (19)

Where the matrix [A] and [B] contain the integrals of the kernels Td and Vij respectively.
Since kernels are dependent on the distance between P and Q, there are three situations
where the integration are carried out with different methods.

1). P and Q in different elements In this case, the standard Gaussian quadrature can
be easily applied to the kernel integration.
2). P and Q are in the same element but P =I Q In this case, the displacement kernel
are singular but the shape function in the vicinity of P is of order r(P,Q). Therefore, the
product of the kernels and shape function is not singular and the integrals can be evaluated
by using the standard Gaussian quadrature.
3). P and Q are in the same element but P = Q In this case, the displacement
kernel Vij can be calculated by using the special logarithmic Gaussian quadrature (see
[15]). When P = Q, the kernel Tij can be determined by the physical consideration which
can be derived as the sum of all off-diagonal row coefficients of matrix [A].

In the traction kernel, we notice that the outward normal of field point must be defined,
in order to get valid results. In our first approach, this discontinuity of outward normal is
ignored, which means geometrically we smoothed the corner with continuous outward nor
mal. In non-conforming element method [17], where both displacement and traction can
be discontinous, the problem of discontinuous outward normal is disappeared by splitting
each geometrical node in each element inward into two nodes.

To get a solverable matrix form, first all prescribed boundary condition are inserted. Gen
erally, two types boundary condition provided, essential conditions (displacement, velocity,
temperature, etc.) and Natural condition (stresses, gradient, etc.). In elastical probelm, for
each component (each direction on each boundary node), if the displacement prescribed,
then its traction must be unknown. If the traction prescribed, the correspondent dispal
cement must be unkown. Therefore, for all components with preseibed diaplcement, the
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(20)

(21)

columns corresponding to the same component in both resulting displacement kernel and
traction kernel matrix are swaped.

After swapping and boundary condition insertion, the final matrix is not symmetrical and
fully populated with non-zero entries. Therefore, Gaussian elimination method must be
used to solve the resulting system of equation. After solution of the equations, all of the
values of displacements and tractions are determined at all of the nodal points on the
boundary. Any internal displacements now can be calculated by simply calculate kernel
functions and multiplied with boundary solutions as in equation(17).

The internal point stress can be calculated by following eqaution which is derived by sub
stituting boundary solution into Hook's law:

[

uxx(p) ] ( [ Slxx(l), Q) S2xx(P, Q)] [ux(Q)]
uxy(p) + ir Slxy(P,Q) S2xy(P,Q) U (Q) df(Q) =
uyy(p) r Slyy(P, Q) S2yy(P, Q) y

( [ D1xx(p, Q) D1xx(p, Q) ] [t (Q) 1
ir D1xy(p,Q) D2xy(p,Q) t(Q) df(Q)

r D1yy(p, Q) D2yy(p, Q) y

Where Skij and Dkij are third-order kernels associated with. Since internal points never
on boundary, therefore, all integrations involved are normal normal Gaussian quadrature.

Some Test Examples and Comparisons

Here two test examples were listed to show the application of boundary element method.
The most computation intensive part is equation solving with row pivotting technique,
which is of time complexity of o(n3 /3 +n2 - n/3). The test example models are shown in
Fig.5, the boundary mesh used are shown in Fig.6
Consider a square plate of side length L containing a circular hole of radius a and subject

to a uniaxial tensile stress Ty , the analytical solution for the axial stress around a hole in
an infinite plate is given by (see, Timoshenko and Goodier [14])

a a a
~ = 0.5[2 +(- )2 +3(- )4J
Ty X x

where x is the distance from the center of the hole. The boundary mesh of 49 quadratic
elements representing a quarter of symmetrical geometry is shown in Fig.6. The computed
stress concentration around hole is plotted in Fig.7 together with the corresponding analyt
ical solution. The analytical slightly underestimates the stress because of the assumption
of an infinite plate.
For plane strain problem with uniform loading, the results on the bottom boundary are
tabled in following:
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y
Ty = 1.0psi

Plane Strain

E = 1.0xl03

1) = 0.3

• • • •• x

Ty = 1.0psi
y

• Plane Stress

• E = 1.0

• 1) = 0.3

• • • • x

Figure 5: Plane strain and plane stress with hole in uniform loading

Solutions of plane strain with uniform loading

No. Location Traction Dispacement
(x, y) (mm) T:z:, Ty U:z;, Uy (10-2)

1, 180,121 -0.0134, -0.49 0,0
25, 190.6, 121 0, -1.13 -0.37,0
2, 201.3, 121 0, -1.07 -0.845, 0
26, 212, 121 0, -1.05 -1.28, 0
3, 222.6, 121 0, -1.1 -1.71, 0
27, 233.3, 121 0, -1.04 -2.14, 0
4, 244, 121 0, -1.1 -2.56, 0
28, 254.6, 121 0, -1.04 -2.99, 0
5, 265.3, 121 0, -1.1 -3.42, 0
29, 276, 121 0, -1.06 -3.867, 0
6, 286.6, 121 0, -1.08 -4.32, 0
30, 297.3, 121 0, -1.12 -4.8, 0
7,308, 121 0, -0.471 -5.25, 0

9 BEM for non-linear problem

In this section, BEM application to two-dimensional elastoplastic problem are presented.
Unlike linear BEM, the interior domain has to be discretizised as well, but domain dis
cretization does not increase the scale of problem, the unkowns are still on the boundary.
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Theoretical Background

In plastic range, the total strain rate or increment can be divided into two parts: an elastic
recoverable part and a plastic irrecoverable part as follows:

• -e -1'
C;J' = c" +c"- tJ IJ

Von Mises yielding criterion is expressed as:

creq - 1/2V(cr1 - 0'2)2 + (cr2 - 0'3)2 + (cr3 - 0'1)2

creq - V%SijSi j

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

During plastic deformation, incremental changes in the principal stresses can be result in
incremental principal plastic strains, whicb is follows:

dC~q - V; V(dc'i - dc~)2 + (de:~ - dc;)2 + (de:~ - de:D2

2 _1' '1'
-c"c"3 IJ IJ

(26)

Elastoplastic Differential Equation

The flow rule known as the Prandtl-Reuss relation:

(27)

(28)

Where positive constant d>' determined by the stress state, yield criterion and stress-strain
relation of the material. It can be defined from the uniaxial stress-strain behavior as
follows:

3(dc~j )d>' = - -
2 O'eq

Before describing the BE formulation in elastoplasticity, there are some basic assumptions
made for modelling elastoplastic flow as follows:
1)_The flow is quasi-static (inertial effects are ignored)
2).All variables can be expressed in rate form
3).The flow is path dependent but time independent
4).The plastic strain increment is a linear function of stress increment
5).The external load can be applied ill small increments
Returning to equation(22), the elastic strain rate can be expressed as:

Substituting the elastic strains into the Hooke's law, we get

. 211p (' - 2' (2vp ("p 2 -1')
O'ij = 1 _ 2v UijCkk + PCij - 1 _ 2v UijCkk + PCij
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(31)

(32)

Following the same procedure as that in linear elastic case, it is now possible to arrive at
the increment form of Navier equation as follows:

82 • 1 82 • 8 '7' 8 '1' ;
Ui ( ) Uj (2 eij k e ij ) -Ji---+ - --+ 1-- =-

8xj8xj 1 - 21/ 8xi8xj 8xj 8 X i 1.t

Where the parameter k1 is defined as k1 = 0 for plane strain, k1 = 21//(1 - 2v) for plane
stress.

Review of BE Elastoplastic Formulation

There are exist several BE elastoplastic formulations. The first formulation was presented
by Swedlow and Cruse [4] followed by Mendleson, Mukherjee and others. The main diffi
culty encounted in the elastoplastic formulations was the integration of the strongly singular
domain kernels for stress and strains. Telles and Brebbia [12] presented a direct BE formu
lation utilizing linear elements for boundary and domain, and a semi-analytical scheme for
integrating the singular domain kernels. Banerjee and Cathie [3] used a direct formulation
with constant element for boundary and domain, where the initial strians were determined
by calculating the displacements at a sufficient number of interior points and then using
a finite difference approximation together with elastoplastic stress-strain relation. There
fore, they avoided integrating the strongly singular domain kernels. Later developments
followed by using quadratic variations of boundary and domain variables, several numerical
integration schemes were presented including the singular domain integral as well as an
accelerated convergenec scheme for the iteration process [11].

The Initial Strain Approach to Elastoplasticity

In initial strain appproach, the effect of plasticity is included by modifying Betti's work
theorem, in which the plastic work terms is formed by the product of the intial plastic
strain rate and stress induced due to unit load. Thus the integral equation for this ap
proach can be written as:

Ui(p) +lrTij(p,Q)uj(Q)dr(Q) - lr Uij(p,Q)ij(Q)dr(Q)

+ 1Wkij(p, q)efj(q)dA(q)

Where the third order kernel Wkij(p, q) can be interpreted as the stress at the field point
due to a unit orthogonal load at load point in the kth direction and can be expressed as:

(33)
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The parameter k3 is defined as :

k
3

- 4/1-1
- 1-2/1

k3 = 1

plane strain

plane stress

(34)

(35)

After taking each point on the boundary in turn as the load point p and performing the
integration, a set of linear algebraic equations is formed as :

[A][u] = [B][i] + [WHiP] (36)

Where the matrix [A] and [B] contains the integrals of kernel Uii and Tii respectively. If
the total nodes on boundary is N, then the matrix [A] and [B] are square matrix of size 2N
x 2N, the matrix [W], however, is of size 2N x 3J, where J is the total number of domain
points. It should be pointed out that the final solution matrix for unknowns is dependent
only on the number of boundary nodes, regardless of the domain discretizations. It is also
noted that matrix [A] and [W] do not change during the ineratioll process.

Iterative and Incremental Scheme

In elastoplastic applications, both load incrementation and iteration are necessary to arrive
at the final solution. In initial strain approach, the solution scheme is listed as follows:

1). Elastic solution for unkowns [x]. Assume zero plastic strain, solve equation(36).
2). Determine first yield. Since the solution is assumed linear elastic at this stage, scale
the magnitude of the unkowns such that the node with the highest stress is just yielding.
Therefore, the fraction of applied load that causes initial yielding is determined.
3). Calculate plastic strain rate. Use the solved unkowns [x] to determine the interior value
of strain rates.
4). Apply one load increment.
5). Start iteration process. Use latest approximation of plastic strain rate to obtain a new
updated right hand side vector. Solve equation to obtain a new unknown vector [x], then
to determine a new approximation for the plastic strain rate. Compare the new approxi
mation of plastic strain rate with old one. If convergence achived at all nodes, then apply
next load, else repeat iteration process.
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Figure 6: Boundary meshes for the calculation
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Figure 7: Comparison between BEM and Analytical solution
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